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THE INTERPOLATED CURSE

‘The motives which might prompt an actor to interpolate, and the methods he
might use in interpolating, are very numerous’1. PAGE discusses many such motivations
and methods in his monograph, while freely admitting that more remain to be
discovered. The purpose of this paper is to direct attention towards a type of discourse
which is especially common in tragedy, and which, I believe, shows a tendency to
encourage interpolation: namely, the curse.
From the dire affliction which lies on the house of Atreus in Aeschylus’
Oresteia, to the potent execrations uttered by Oedipus against his sons in Sophocles’
last play, curses provide some of the most memorable episodes in ancient drama. They
are prominent from the earliest Greek literature (cf. e.g. Hom. Il. 1.37-42, Hipponax fr.
115 WEST)2, and it is not hard to see why. The curse is an example of a ‘speech act’, an
utterance which does not describe an action, but rather accomplishes it simply through
being spoken. Its aim is generally the destruction of another human being through a
mysterious force harnessed by the spoken word. A character has no mightier means of
utterance than the curse, no other way of voicing his most passionate and destructive
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emotions3. Hence an actor who wanted to make his part more dramatic might add lines
to an already existing curse, or even add a curse where none was present in the original.
The following examples have been chosen to illustrate this. Not all the deletions
are equally certain. I begin with what I regard as the most secure instances, and work
from them to passages where the case for interpolation is not as strong. Taken
cumulatively, however, I hope that the examples are instructive. They do not show that
all curses in tragedy have been interpolated or lengthened by interpolation, nor is it my
intention to argue this. Rather, they suggest that when dealing with curses in literature, a
scholar should be especially sensitive to any sign that an interpolation has taken place4.

1. Euripides, Hecuba 438-43

o‚ 'g≈, prole€pv, lÊetai d° µou µ°lh.
Œ yÊgater, ëcai µhtrÒw, ¶kteinon x°ra,
dÒw, µØ l€phiw µ' êpaid'. épvlÒµhn, f€lai.

3

440

Cf. E. STEHLE, Prayer and curse in Aeschylus’ Seven against Thebes, CP 100, 2005, 101-22, at 112:

‘curses may use language that is as devastating as possible’.
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Õw tØn Lãkainan sÊggonon DioskÒroin
ÑEl°nhn ‡doiµi: diå kal«n går Ùµµãtvn
a‡sxista Tro€an eÂle tØn eÈda€µona.

Hartung deleted lines 441-35; in his edition DIGGLE attributes the deletion to
DINDORF, although he corrects the mistake in his collected papers6. Among modern
editors DIGGLE and COLLARD7 eject the lines, while DAITZ8, KOVACS and GREGORY9
retain them. For GREGORY, the disputed lines ‘testify to Hecuba’s unbroken spirit’10; for
COLLARD, ‘the interpolation is self-evident, an actor’s theatrical “improvement” ’. Who
is right?
The lines are linguistically acceptable. COLLARD calls Àw = oÏtvw in 441 ‘a
contextually incongruous Epicism’, but for examples of this word in tragedy see PAGE
on Eur. Med. 777-911 and KOVACS’s discussion of the passage12. The unusual idea of
Helen capturing Troy with her eyes is paralleled by Eur. Tro. 772-3 kall€stvn går
5
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Ùµµãtvn êpo / aﬁsxr«w tå kleinå ped€' ép≈lesaw Frug«n13. This parallel
does not prove that the lines are authentic, however: on the contrary, an interpolator
could easily have adapted this striking phrase from the Troades (a play similar in many
ways to the Hecuba), just as the long-winded reference to Helen in 441-2 (‘the Laconian
woman, the sister of the Dioscuri, Helen’) might be adapted from Tro. 34-5 ≤ Lãkaina
Tundar‹w / ÑEl°nh (‘the Laconian woman, the daughter of Tyndaris, Helen’); note the
similar enjambment in each.
The real reason for suspecting the lines is that they do not fit the context. In this
episode Hecuba becomes progressively more distraught at the prospect of losing her
daughter Polyxena. Then, at the very moment that she loses her, she climactically ends
with the words épvlÒµhn, f€lai. This is a fitting and moving conclusion to the
scene14, and is probably accompanied by the queen physically collapsing onto the
floor15. A subsequent curse on Helen would break this mood of grief. The time for

13

GREGORY compares the passages collected by A. C. PEARSON, Phrixus and Demodice. A note on

Pindar, Pyth. IV. 162f., CR 23, 1920, 255-7, at 256-7, but nothing there approaches the boldness of a
woman capturing a city by means of her eyes.
14

KOVACS (n. 12), pp. 61-2 argues that Hecuba does not actually faint here, and therefore is in a position

to speak 441-3. This is debatable: she does not speak for 16 lines after the beginning of the next episode,
and her first speech (501-2) indicates that she has not heard the chorus’s TalyÊbie at 487. It also
suggests that Talthybius is physically awakening her (t€w o tow s«µa toÈµÚn oÈk §çi / ke›syai; t€
kine›w µ', ˜stiw e‰, lupouµ°nhn;). But even if Kovacs is right, Hecuba does not need to faint for her
words to have a closural effect.
15

According to J. M. MOSSMAN, Wild Justice: a Study of Euripides’ Hecuba, Oxford 1995, 57, Hecuba

lowers her head with these words, only to raise it slightly to deliver 441-3 after a momentary pause, and
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revenge has not yet come16; for now, the play concentrates on Hecuba’s sorrow. In
KOVACS’s words, ‘it seems out of place for Hecuba to turn her mind from the grief at
hand and curse someone who is such a remote cause of her misery’17.
The phrase épvlÒµhn, f€lai works well as a closural device18, just as at
Soph. Phil. 1217 Philoctetes ends his lyric lament with the words ¶t' oÈd°n eﬁµi. As
finally to sink down in despair. Cf. STEIDLE (n. 10), p. 46: ‘Gespielt kann das nur so sein, daß die
Zusammengebrochene noch einmal den Körper oder wenigstens den Kopf aufrichtet, um den
Rachewunsch zu äußern’. The jerkiness of this stage action, with Hecuba moving down, up and then
down again, is powerful testimony to the intrusive nature of 441-3.
16

Cf. the end of the second episode of Sophocles’ Electra, which ends with the heroine in despair at the

loss of her brother (817-22). She later raises the prospect of retaliation (938-9): but for her to do so at 822
would only obscure the extremity of her sorrow.
17

KOVACS (n. 12), p. 62. This powerful condemnation in fact comes from a defence of 441-3; KOVACS

attempts to counter his all too eloquent argument by saying (with WEIL) that such faults are not rare in
Euripides. Many people will not be satisfied by a case which rests so plainly on the alleged incompetence
of the tragic poet.
18

MOSSMAN and STEIDLE attempt to show that épvlÒµhn (vel sim.) near the end of a speech can be

followed by a move to a new topic. Of the passages they mention, Hipp. 353-61 (cited by MOSSMAN (n.
15), p. 244) is quite different. There Phaedra’s mention of Hippolytus causes the Nurse to break off in
exclamations of horror. After this initial outbreak she masters herself sufficiently to name Kypris as the
cause of her mistress’s trouble. By contrast, in our passage Hecuba’s épvlÒµhn, f€lai comes as a
climactic response to a trouble which has been hanging over the queen for some time. To move from this
to a curse on Helen involves an odd shift in tone completely absent from the Hippolytus passage.
MOSSMAN’s other example, Or. 459, has épvlÒµhn at the beginning, not the end, of a long speech and
is therefore not comparable. STEIDLE (n. 10), p. 46 compares Hcld. 602-7 and Andr. 1077-8, but in neither
of these passages is épvlÒµhn followed by a substantive new point before the close of the speech.
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TAPLIN notes, ‘this tragic phrase is found in contexts of death or fainting. It is final, and
shows that Philoctetes goes quite independently of the approach of Odysseus and
Neoptolemus’19. In each case, the introduction of a fresh point by the speaker would
fatally weaken the dramatic effect. Yet ironically enough, the interpolated lines in the
Hecuba were probably introduced in order to make the scene more dramatic. Whoever
added them probably did so out of a belief that Hecuba’s concluding words were not
impressive enough, and that a curse would make for a more powerful conclusion.
Similarly mistaken motivations will be apparent in some of the other passages which I
discuss.
2. Sophocles, Oedipus Rex 246-51

kateÊxoµai d¢ tÚn dedrakÒt', e‡te tiw
eÂw Ãn l°lhyen e‡te pleiÒnvn µ°ta,
kakÚn kak«w nin êµoiron §ktr›cai b€on.
§peÊxoµai d', o‡koisin eﬁ jun°stiow
§n to›w §µo›w g°noit' §µoË juneidÒtow,

250

paye›n ëper to›sd' ért€vw ±rasãµhn.

According to the mediaeval manuscripts, the above lines come from Oedipus’
address to the Thebans at 216-75, a speech too long to quote in full. They were deleted

19

O. P. TAPLIN, Significant actions in Sophocles’ Philoctetes, GRBS 12, 1971, 25-44, at 39-40 (my

italics). This passage too has attracted an interpolation, as Taplin convincingly demonstrates.
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by WECKLEIN20, whom LLOYD-JONES and WILSON follow in their edition21; REEVE also
proposed the deletion22. In 236-43 Oedipus has pronounced a solemn interdict which
forbids the people of Thebes from addressing or sharing religious celebrations with the
target of the interdict (described in 236 simply as tÚn êndr' épaud« toËton, ˜stiw
§st€). This target must be the murderer, as 813-20 prove (cf. also 350-3 and 1378-83)
and as we would in any case expect. But as the passage follows a section in which
Oedipus urges the Thebans not to conceal whatever they know about the crime, a
careless reader could have assumed that Oedipus’ target in 236-43 was the concealer,
and so have added 246-51 to provide a curse against the killer (so REEVE, p. 165,
LLOYD-JONES and WILSON, Sophoclea p. 86).
In 248 êµoiron is unmetrical. PORSON’s êµoron deals with that problem23,
although the sense of the word (‘wretched’, as at Hom. Il. 6.408, 24.773) is not found
elsewhere in tragedy (where it always means ‘lacking in’). Moreover, the whole style
and tone of the lines are problematic: as LLOYD-JONES and WILSON note, ‘246-8 are
suspiciously perfunctory, and ... 249-51 look like a feeble attempt to import more
dramatic irony’ (Second Thoughts pp. 50-1). In comparison with the forceful interdict of
236-43, 246-51 appear trite and unnecesary. As in the Hecuba passage, a curse has been
20

N. WECKLEIN, Sophoclis Tragoediae, Leipzig 1880 (revision of E. WUNDER’s edition).

21

Contrast PAGE’s view that there are no cases of histrionic interpolation in the Ajax or the OR (n. 1, pp.

85-6).
22

M. D. REEVE, Interpolation in Greek tragedy, III, GRBS 14, 1973, 145-71, at 163-5.

23

R. PORSON, Euripidis Hecuba, London 1797, on p. xiii. It is not clear why LLOYD-JONES and WILSON

cite the conjecture from the 1808 edition; nor why they say that it is found in Porson’s note on line 11 of
the play (it is in fact found on page xi of that edition).
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interpolated with the aim of making Oedipus’ speech still more powerful and
impressive.24
Two scholars have recently attempted to defend the lines. Both ERBSE25 and
CARAWAN26 claim that 236-43 are an interdict on both the killer and the person who
conceals him, and hence we need a specific curse against the killer in 246-51. So
according to CARAWAN ‘the tyrant has made the sanctions explicit because he is
extending them beyond their ordinary scope to encompass those who harbor the killer’;
236-43 thus display what he calls an ‘artful ambiguity’. But as LLOYD-JONES and
WILSON point out in Second Thoughts (p. 50), tÚn êndr' épaud« toËton, ˜stiw
§st€ must refer to a single man. The phrase is highly emphatic, with the accusative
noun put before the verb at the start of the phrase, and with no fewer than five words in
the line which stress the singularity of Oedipus’ target. Sophocles could not have made
it clearer that Oedipus was talking about one person. In the context that person must be
24

DAWE attempted to deal with the problem by transposing 244-51 and 269-72: see his Studies on the

Text of Sophocles, Leiden 1973-8, i. 221-6. An earlier anonymous scholar put 246-51 after 272. Neither
change is convincing, however: the curse is problematic wherever it is placed, and the motive behind a
transposition here is less obvious than that behind an interpolation.
DAWE (in his first edition) and LLOYD-JONES and WILSON attribute this change to a friend of
DOBREE. DOBREE in fact ascribes the transposition to ‘Anon. Cant. apud Dalzel’ (Adversaria, ed. J.
SCHOLEFIELD, Cambridge 1833-43, ii. 32; DAWE corrects his mistake in his second edition). This is
presumably ANDREW DALZEL (1742-1806), though I have not discovered the reference. His edition of the
Oedipus Rex was published in Edinburgh in 1832 by GEORGE DUNBAR, and may have incorporated
material accessible to DOBREE (who died in 1825).
25

H. ERBSE, Sophokles über die geistige Blindheit des Menschen, ICS 18, 1993, 57-71, at 69.

26

E. CARAWAN, The edict of Oedipus (Oedipus Tyrannus 223-51), AJP 120, 1999, 187-222, at 208.
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the murderer, not the concealer. The claim that it can refer to both simultaneously is no
more convincing than CARAWAN’s argument (pp. 213-14) that in 362 fon°a s° fhµi
téndrÚw o zhte›w kure›n (‘I say that thou art the slayer of the man whose slayer thou
seekest’ – Jebb)27 Tiresias is accusing Oedipus not of being the murderer, but of being
‘guilty as the killer’, referring to the ‘crime of illicit association’. No member of an
audience could have taken fon°a here in any other sense than ‘murderer’, just as in
236-43 no member of an audience could have thought that Oedipus’ target was anyone
other than the murderer.

3. Sophocles, Ajax 831-44

tosaËtã s', Œ ZeË, prostr°pv, kal« d' ëµa
poµpa›on ÑErµ∞n xyÒnion eÔ µe koiµ€sai,
jÁn ésfadñstƒ ka‹ taxe› phdÆµati
pleurån diarrÆjanta t“de fasgãnƒ.
kal« d' érvgoÁw tåw ée€ te pary°nouw

835

ée€ y' ır≈saw pãnta tén broto›w pãyh,
seµnåw ÉErinËw tanÊpodaw, µaye›n §µ¢
prÚw t«n ÉAtreid«n …w diÒlluµai tãlaw.
ka€ sfaw kakoÁw kãkista ka‹ panvl°yrouw
junarpãseian, Àsper eﬁsor«s' §µ¢
27

840

R. C. JEBB, Sophocles. The Plays and Fragments. Part I. The Oedipus Tyrannus, Cambridge 1883, p.

83.
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aÈtosfag∞ p€ptonta: t∆w aÈtosfage›w
prÚw t«n fil€stvn §kgÒnvn Ùlo€ato.
‡t', Œ taxe›ai po€niµo€ t' ÉErinÊew,
geÊesye, µØ fe€desye pandÆµou stratoË.

LLOYD-JONES and WILSON adopt WESSELING’s deletion of 839-4228, whereas
PEARSON29, tentatively supported by WEST30, deletes only aÈtosfage›w / prÚw t«n
fil€stvn §kgÒnvn; BOTHE31 adopts a middle course by deleting 841-2, but this is less
likely, as it leaves Àsper eﬁsor«s' §µ° as too abrupt a phrase. Even the highly
conservative critics BREMER and VAN ERP TAALMAN KIP32 agree that the words
bracketed by PEARSON should go: the form fil€stvn is not classical Greek, while a
scholium on 841 indicates that the phrase t∆w aÈtosfage›w was doubted in antiquity
28

PETRUS WESSELING (1692-1764). LLOYD-JONES and WILSON (Sophoclea p. 28) incorrectly give the

date of his death as 1769. Many scholars have accepted this deletion: to the list in Sophoclea add J.
DIGGLE, review of H. MUSURILLO, The Light and the Darkness: Studies in the Dramatic Poetry of
Sophocles (Leiden 1967), CR N.S. 19, 1969, 153-5, at 155 (‘the indubitable interpolation’); A. F.
GARVIE, Sophocles. Ajax, Warminster 1998; T. K. HUBBARD, The architecture of Sophocles’ Ajax,
Hermes 131, 2003, 158-71, at 163 n. 19.
29

A. C. PEARSON, Sophoclis Fabulae, Oxford 1924.

30

M. L. WEST, review of the first volume of the Teubner edition of Sophocles by R. D. DAWE (1975),

Gnomon 50, 1978, 236-43, at 240.
31
1

F. H. Bothe, Sophoclis dramata quae supersunt et deperditorum fragmenta, Leipzig and London,

1806.

32

J. M. BREMER and A. M. VAN ERP TAALMAN KIP, review of the Sophocles OCT by LLOYD-JONES and

WILSON (1990), Mnemosyne 4th ser. 47, 1994, 236-44, at 239.
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(p. 192 CHRISTODOULOU33 ≈ p. 72.13-14 PAPAGEORGIUS34 taËta nenoyeËsya€ fasin,
Ípoblhy°nta prÚw safÆneian t«n legoµ°nvn). But there are good grounds for
going further than PEARSON. The scholium just cited says that t≈w as well as
aÈtosfage›w was suspected in antiquity, although PEARSON deletes only the latter.
The words sfaw kakoÁw kãkista ka‹ panvl°yrouw read like empty padding: cf.
kakÚn kak«w in the interpolated curse in the OR passage above. It is also awkward
that Ajax’s curse on the whole army in 843-4 (which will be abundantly fulfilled by
Athena after the rape of Cassandra) should be accompanied by a curse on the Atreidae
in 839-42 which is only brought to pass in part (Agamemnon is killed by his kin,
Menelaus is not).
In support of PEARSON’s deletion, WEST asks whether Ùlo€ato is the sort of
form which would occur to an interpolator. This ending is common enough, however:
LAUTENSACH35 counts twenty-nine instances of the 3rd plural in –ato in tragedy and
comedy. BREMER and VAN ERP TAALMAN KIP prefer PEARSON’s deletion to
WESSELING’s on the grounds that it involves a loss of one line, not four. But PEARSON’s
deletion involves the loss of bits of two lines, which implies a considerably more
involved interpolation than simply adding a single line. BREMER and VAN ERP
TAALMAN KIP rely on an assumption that an instance of Binneninterpolation lasting one
33

G. A. CHRISTODOULOU, Tå érxa›a sxÒlia eﬁw A‡anta toË Sofokl°ouw, Biblioyhkh Sofiaw N.

Saripolou 34, Athens 1977.
34

P. N. PAPAGEORGIUS, Scholia in Sophoclis Tragoedias Vetera, Leipzig 1888.

35

O. LAUTENSACH, Grammatische Studien zu den attischen Tragikern und Komikern. Konjunktiv und

Optativ, Glotta 7, 1916, 92-116, at 114-15.
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line is more likely than an interpolation of four continuous lines, but they do not provide
evidence for this.

4. Aeschylus, Agamemnon 1598-1602

kêpeit' §pignoÁw ¶rgon oÈ kata€sion
iµvjen, éµp€ptei d' épÚ sfagØn §r«n,
µÒron d' êferton Pelop€daiw §peÊxetai

1600

lãktisµa de€pnou jund€kvw tiye‹w érçi,
oÏtvw Ùl°syai pçn tÚ Pleisy°nouw g°now.

Line 1600 was first deleted by SCHMITT36, and then independently by
WILAMOWITZ-MOELLENDORFF37. In his monumental commentary on the play
FRAENKEL also ejects the line, and adds fresh arguments against its authenticity38. More
recently the tendency has been to keep it in the text, as DENNISTON-PAGE39, PAGE and
WEST have all done. SCHMITT’s only argument is that Aegisthus cannot curse the whole
house of Pelops, since he himself is a member of that house. This is too literal-minded
to count as a real objection, however. More serious is the case set out by FRAENKEL.
The line constitutes a ‘weakening anticipation’ of the curse in 1602, and interrupts an
36

J. C. SCHMITT, Observationes Criticae in Aeschyli Agamemnonem, Programm Mannheim, 1859, 8-9.

37

U. VON WILAMOWITZ-MOELLENDORFF, Aeschyli Tragoediae, Berlin 1914.

38

E. D. M. FRAENKEL, Aeschylus. Agamemnon, Oxford 1950.

39

J. D. DENNISTON and D. L. PAGE, Aeschylus. Agamemnon, Oxford 1957. WATSON’s discussion of the

passage (n. 2, p. 15 n. 71) simply refers to the discussions of FRAENKEL and DENNISTON-PAGE.
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otherwise tautly constructed sequence of violent actions (the groan, the spewing out of
the blood, the kicking of the table). We may contrast how the curse in 1602 is closely
linked to the overturning of the table in 1601, thereby effecting what WATSON calls the
‘parallelism between the words of the curse and the action which accompanies it’40.
Moreover, µÒron êferton ‘intolerable death’ is an odd expression, as DENNISTON and
PAGE acknowledge ad loc. The sense which we require is ‘intolerable fate’, but mo/roj
in Aeschylus always means ‘death’, never ‘fate’ (see FRAENKEL on Ag. 1146). This is
the sort of error which is conceivable as the mistake of an interpolator attempting to
write Aeschylean Greek without success. Lastly, the phrases Pelop€daiw and
Pleisy°nouw g°now are also too close for comfort, and awkwardly give two different
designations to the same family41.
As PAGE remarks in a different context, ‘the cumulative effect of different slight
offences must be seriously regarded’42. The curse of Thyestes is a favourite part of the
Atreid legend43, so it is not surprising that its occurrence in Aeschylus should have
attracted attention and amplification. The desire to lengthen a curse may be added to
FRAENKEL’s preferred motivation, that of supplying a verbum dicendi44.
We may note in passing that the Thyestean feast is also the subject of
interpolation at Eur. Or. 15 ¶daise d' oÔn nin t°kn' épokte€naw ÉAtreÊw, a line
40

WATSON (n. 2), p. 51 with n. 254.

41

Cf. WILAMOWITZ-MOELLENDORFF’s comment ad loc.: ‘eandem gentem duobus nominibus eodem loco

appellare vesanum est’.
42

D. L. PAGE (n. 1), p. 58.

43

For other Thyestean curses cf. Enn. Thy. 296-9 JOCELYN, Sen. Thy. 1110-11.

44

See his commentary (n. 38), vol. iii. p. 756 with n. 1.
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deleted by J. MARKLAND45. Electra’s words t€ têrrht' énaµetrÆsasya€ µe de›; (14)
and tåw går §n µ°svi sig« tÊxaw (16) are patently absurd if they surround a
reference to the very event which she disclaims to mention. A famous conflict like this
was especially prone to elaboration (as in the Agamemnon passage) or to wholesale
interpolation (as here). As WILLINK remarks46, ‘no doubt the interpolator could not
endure that the famous Banquet should go unmentioned’. WEST keeps the line47, but DI
BENEDETTO48, WILLINK and DIGGLE all eject it.

5. Sophocles, Philoctetes 791-8

Œ j°ne KefallÆn, e‡ye soË diaµper¢w
st°rnvn ·koit' êlghsiw ¥de. feË, papa›.
papa› µãl' aÔyiw. Œ diplo› strathlãtai,
ÉAgãµeµnon, Œ Men°lae, p«w ín ént' §µoË
tÚn ‡son xrÒnon tr°foite tÆnde tØn nÒson;

45

795

This is reported by G. BURGES, Marklandi Notae Mss. in Euripidem, The Classical Journal vol. 25,

1822, 339-43, at 341.
46

C. W. WILLINK, Euripides. Orestes, Oxford 1986.

47

M. L .WEST, Euripides: Orestes, Warminster 1987. He argues that ‘the question would be feeble as a

way of leaving the subject, and 16 would read awkwardly as the next line’. Rather, the question is an
effective praeteritio, while the transition from 14 to 16 is smoother than from 14 to 15, with its clumsy d'
oÔn.
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µoi µoi.
Œ yãnate yãnate, p«w ée‹ kaloÊµenow
oÏtv kat' ∑µar oÈ dÊn˙ µole›n pote;

PHILIPP’s deletion of 79449 (later suggested by HERWERDEN50) is advocated by
WEST51 and adopted by LLOYD-JONES and WILSON in their Oxford Classical Text.
DAWE keeps the line. WEST argues that Œ diplo› strathlãtai, / ÉAgãµeµnon, Œ
Men°lae is clumsy Greek; he also notes that Odysseus is not named in the immediately
preceding curse in 791-2, and compares 263-5 and Aj. 388-91 for this trio appearing
unnamed in a vituperative context. p«w in 794 was probably suggested by the same
word in 797, and again ruins the parallelism with 791-2 by turning 793-5 into a question
rather than a wish. Finally, for the superfluity of ént' §µoË WEST points to 1113-15
ﬁdo€µan d° nin, / tÚn tãde µhsãµenon, tÚn ‡son xrÒnon / §µåw laxÒnt' én€aw.
In Second Thoughts LLOYD-JONES and WILSON almost recant their support for
the deletion. They first object (p. 110) to what they call WEST’s ‘logicality’. This
objection confuses two things. Agreed, textual critics sometimes go astray by seeking to
impose strict logic on a literary text52; but if texts can be illogical, it does not follow that

49

E. PHILIPP, Der jambische Trimeter und sein Bau bei Sophokles, Prague 1879 [non vidi].
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255.
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the arguments of textual critics ought to be so too. If the worst that can be said of
WEST’s case is that it is logical, we may be tempted to believe that it is also right.
LLOYD-JONES and WILSON also claim that ‘the rhythm may be clumsy and the names
unnecessary, but the line is not ineffective ... and 795 seems a little bald without it’.
This is hardly a ringing endorsement. 795 rather comes with greater force when it is
unencumbered by the dull 794. The interpolation was probably motivated by a desire to
include the names of Philoctetes’ enemies; but we can also see here another example of
a curse amplified and expanded out of a mistaken belief that greater length (and greater
precision) leads to greater force.

6. Euripides, Hippolytus 659-68

nËn d' §k dÒµvn µ°n, ¶st' ín §kdhµ∞i xyonÚw
YhseÊw, êpeiµi, s›ga d' ßjoµen stÒµa:

660

yeãsoµai d¢ sÁn patrÚw µol∆n pod‹
p«w nin prosÒchi, ka‹ sÁ ka‹ d°spoina sÆ.
t∞w s∞w d¢ tÒlµhw e‡soµai gegeuµ°now.
ˆloisye. µis«n d' oÎpot' §µplhsyÆsoµai
guna›kaw, oÈd' e‡ fhs€ t€w µ' ée‹ l°gein:
ée‹ går oÔn p≈w eﬁsi kéke›nai kaka€.
≥ nÊn tiw aÈtåw svfrone›n didajãtv
µ kêµ' §ãtv ta›sd' §peµba€nein ée€.
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665

HERWERDEN first suspected 66353, and BARRETT first deleted it54; his arguments
are accepted by DIGGLE, STOCKERT55, KOVACS and HALLERAN56. VALCKENAER first
suspected 664-857; modern editors (BARRETT, DIGGLE, STOCKERT, KOVACS,
HALLERAN) all keep the lines, though not without considerable misgivings. The best
case against 664-8 is set out by KOVACS58. He notes that instead of µis«n ‘hating’ in
664 we need a verb meaning ‘reviling’, since oÈd' e‡ fhs€ t€w µ' ée‹ l°gein implies an
act of denunciation rather than a state of mind59. kéke›nai in 666 is also awkward, as
‘the position of ka€ suggests that women share the quality of vileness with someone
else’. The emphatic går oÔn is pointless in this context60; while for pvw as ‘a makeweight for inept versifiers’ Kovacs compares Soph. Aj. 327, which is deleted by both
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DAWE and LLOYD-JONES and WILSON61. These three separate faults give us a line
meaning ‘for always, in fact, they too are in some way evil’, which does not ring true. In
addition to these linguistic oddities, the general sense of the lines is also problematic. In
his apparatus DIGGLE points out ‘certe ex Hippolyti sententia (79 seqq.) svfrosÊnh
non discendo capitur’. While logical consistency is not an absolute virtue in literary
texts, here Hippolytus is contradicting himself with such vehemence and to so little
purpose that we may justly add this inconcinnity to an already lengthy list of objections.
Finally, the lines are awkwardly placed. Hippolytus has moved from a general attack on
women (616-48) to a specific reference to the offence which Phaedra has attempted
through the Nurse (649-52). In the final part of the speech, he reveals what he is going
to do now (653-62). To turn back now to a general denunciation of women is false to
the movement of the speech, which for all its passion is carefully ordered.
Defences of the passage have not been convincing. HALLERAN keeps it, while
commenting ‘662 provides a neat exit line for Hipp.’, and ‘after what has preceded
[664-8] might seem somewhat frigid’62. This reads more like a case for deletion rather
than retention; using a similar argument, DAVIES63 advocates the removal of 664-8 on
the grounds that ‘verse 662 provides an excellent climax, representing as it does the
extreme opposite in specificness of the speech’s opening generalities’. WILLINK defends
them, claiming that ‘667-8 are indispensable as yet another calculated ambiguity:

61

KOVACS in fact cites ‘Soph. Aj. 827’, which is a false reference.
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sympathies, WS 113, 2000, 53-69, at 63.
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Phaedra concludes from ta›sd' §peµba€nein ée€ that Hippolytus is a self-confessed
enemy, and that since svfrone›n didajãtv is impossible in her case, she is bound to
be exposed on Theseus’ return’64. But Hippolytus’ reaction to the Nurse’s overtures has
been such that Phaedra hardly needs 668 to gather that her step-son is not well-disposed
towards her.
WILLINK in fact provides the correct diagnosis of the problem when he refers to
the passage as ‘lines of comparatively routine cursing’. They were tagged onto the end
of the speech, probably by an actor eager to better Euripides by providing a still more
furious conclusion to the harangue. After all, what could be more dramatic than a
closing curse? Nor is this the only interpolation attracted by Hippolytus’ denunciation
of women: BOTHE’s deletion of 625-665 and BARTHOLD’s of 634-766 are accepted by
BARRETT, DIGGLE, STOCKERT, KOVACS and HALLERAN. The whole speech can be
regarded as an extended diatribe which later actors or scribes wished to amplify with
indifferent material.

7. Euripides, Hippolytus 1045-50

64

C. W. WILLINK, Some problems of text and interpretation in the Hippolytus, CQ N.S. 18, 1968, 11-43,

at 30.
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…w êjion tÒd' e‰paw. oÈx oÏtv yan∞i,

1045

Àsper sÁ saut«i tÒnde proÊyhkaw nÒµon:
taxÁw går ÜAidhw =çistow éndr‹ dustuxe›:
éll' §k patr≈iaw fugåw élhteÊvn xyonÚw
j°nhn §p' a‰an luprÚn éntlÆseiw b€on.
µisyÚw går o tÒw §stin éndr‹ dussebe›.

1050

Cursing may provide the context for a second interpolation in Euripides’ play.
BERGK67 deleted line 1049, NAUCK68 1049 and 1050; BARRETT, DIGGLE, STOCKERT and
HALLERAN delete 1050, while KOVACS follows NAUCK. Thus all editors delete 1050, the
authenticity of which was already doubted in antiquity69, and which in BARRETT’s
words ‘is too similar to 1047 for comfort’; see further his note. 1049 is more interesting
from our perspective, and is the more controversial of the two deletions. The line may
have been copied from 898, where exactly the same words appear (except that we find
éntlÆsei in place of éntlÆseiw). In that passage Theseus is describing what will
happen to his son now that he has been cursed – he declares that Hippolytus will either
be struck down by Poseidon or will leave the land as a wandering exile. If 1049 is
67
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spurious, the interpolator has decided to amplify our passage by borrowing from the
earlier passage concerning the curse, whose ferocity was such that it was an obvious
target for an interpolator in search of particularly violent language. We cannot be sure
that the line is spurious. HALLERAN remarks that ‘the repeated verse underscores Th.’s
intransigence: Hipp.’s words have had no impact on him’, while BARRETT doubts the
construction which results if Theseus’ speech ends at 1048: but there is no reason why
oÏtv in 1045 could not stand parallel to élhteÊvn in 1048. Nevertheless, the
association of curses with interpolations demonstrated elsewhere in this paper provides
a further weapon in the armoury of those who believe that NAUCK’s deletion is right.

As recently as 1987 TARRANT could declare ‘the study of interpolation, despite
its long and contentious history, is in some respects only now beginning’70. I hope that
this article has made a contribution to this fertile field of scholarship – by demonstrating
that curses are especially liable to interpolation, and by encouraging other scholars to be
on their guard against other examples of the phenomenon.

All Souls College, Oxford
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